Abstract. In the 1540s, one of the highest levels of material culture encountered in the Southeast by the de Soto expedition was in a province called Cofitachequi. For two centuries, Cofitachequi was mentioned frequently in Spanish and English documents. The location of the main town was shown on maps as being near the center of South Carolina. In the 1680s, the references to Cofitachequi ceased without explanation. There have been numerous attempts to determine who the Indians of Cofitachequi were and why they seem to have disappeared, and different sets of assumptions have produced different interpretations of the evidence. Theories have sometimes been used to discount inconvenient facts, but the available information can be reconciled. This article summarizes the evidence available on the material culture, language, identity, and location. The evidence as a whole indicates that the Cofitachequi were one of a number of tribes that spoke Catawban, and that the Catawba were an equal and integral part of a linguistic community rather than a subject people.
of these suggest anything inappropriate to the region.'' Swanton felt that Garcilaso's account ''lacks restraint,'' but he acknowledged that ''most of the features of the temple at Talomeco had correspondences elsewhere. . . . In my judgment the description of the temple, like the rest of the Garcilaso narrative, represents an attempt to tell a straightforward story and contains material of value to the ethnologist and the archaeologist' ' (577, 587) .
Garcilaso (1993: 299-306 ) is the only narrator who described the interior of the temple at Talomeco in detail. Inside on either side of the entrance were six pairs of realistically carved wooden figures. The pair nearest the entrance was about eleven feet (four varas) tall, and the others were of diminishing size. All of the largest figures were armed as warriors. Against the four walls were two tiers of life-sized statues of men and women. The temple had eight large rooms or ''annexes,'' each filled with a different type of weapon. The building appeared to have been in use ''for many centuries.'' 2 The corpses of former chiefs and their closest relations were inside wooden sepulchers raised on benches that were placed against the walls (Garcilaso 1993: 302) . Rangel (1993: 279) noted a similar arrangement in the first temple with ''some bodies of men tied on a barbacoa,'' with other bodies buried, but none were the bodies of chiefs. Another indication of a distinctive culture is that elsewhere in the Southeast, all bodies were usually buried (Bushnell 1920) . Garcilaso (1993: 297, 302) wrote that the temple at Talomeco was for the lady's ''fathers and grandfathers'' and that it contained the corpses of the ''lords of that province of Cofachiqui and of their sons and brothers and nephews, the sons of their brothers. No others were buried in that temple.'' 3 If this statement is literally correct, descent must ordinarily have been patrilineal, indicating yet another distinctive trait, since otherwise, the sons of chiefs would probably have been excluded. Elsewhere in most of the Southeast, descent was usually matrilineal (Driver and Massey 1957: 410) .
In the late sixteenth century, the English artist John White depicted a related type of tomb that was used exclusively for the chief men of a tribe on the coast of North Carolina, but it was barrel-vaulted and had skeletons clothed in deerskins rather than corpses in wooden chests. 4 It had an equivalent carved figure that was life-sized and realistically carved. White also depicted large carved posts in his watercolors of the Indians of the North Carolina coast. 5 In the early 1700s, John Lawson (1967 Lawson ( [1709 : 188-89) saw a similar ''Quiogozon, which is their Royal Tomb or BurialPlace of their Kings and War-Captains. This is a very large magnificent Cabin . . . [in] which lie all their Princes, and Great Men, that have died for several hundred Years.'' In this case also, the temple was reserved exclu-sively for men, and as at Cofitachequi, it had been in use for centuries. It corresponded in important respects to what Garcilaso recorded about the funerary temple at Talomeco, but in the Quiogozon, skeletons were also preserved in the way that White had depicted.
The nearby Santee did not bury their chief but had someone remove the flesh and then placed the bones in a small building on top of a mound. 6 The Dakota Sioux placed all of their dead on scaffolds (as at Cofitachequi), and chiefs were never buried (also as at Cofitachequi), but not within buildings, and the bones of others were usually buried. A still closer parallel to the burial customs of the Cofitachequi were those of the Biloxi, an Alabama tribe that also had a funerary temple for their headmen and which spoke a dialect of Siouan (Bushnell 1920: 135-37) . Not all tribes which had funerary temples were Siouan, but all Siouan tribes seem to have observed the custom of never burying their chiefs (122-46). The Muskogean Choctaw had the flesh removed from the corpse of every member of their nation and saved the bones separately, each in a ''small chest,'' and the chests of bones were placed in ''dormitories of the dead'' (Adair 1930 (Adair [1775 . Most Algonquian tribes placed each corpse in a small, separate building instead of burying them, and some of the southern Algonquin tribes built large buildings for the bodies of chiefs (Bushnell 1927: 3-4, 14) . By contrast, the Cherokee and some Muskogean tribes buried their dead (Bushnell 1920: 91, 106-7, 110) .
No other building as large as the reported size of the temple at Cofitachequi is known to have existed in the Southeast, but a building in Virginia with a similar purpose was recorded as being about 150 to 180 feet long. John Smith (quoted in Swanton 1932: 586) reported that the chief Powhatan had ''a house, in which he keepeth his kind of Treasure, as skinns, copper, pearle, and beades, which he storeth up against the time of his death and buriall. Here also is his store of red paint for ointment, and bowes and arrowes. This house is 50 or 60 yards in length. . . . At the 4 corners of this house stand 4 Images as Sentinels . . . the fourth like a giantlike man; all made evill favoredly according to their best workmanship.'' Computing a paso at 2.5 feet, the temple at Talomeco would have been 250 feet long and 100 feet wide. At least one building in the Southeast was of similar size, and many mounds covered larger areas and required far greater effort to construct. In addition to this ''chief holie howse'' at Pamunky, there were ''two other sixty feet in length, filled with images of their kings and devills, and tombs of the predicessors'' (William Strachey, quoted in ibid.). Swanton was convinced ''that the use of temples among Virginia Algonquian tribes was derived from peoples farther south. The description preserved to us of this temple of Talomeco suggests that higher development of ceremonial houses from which we naturally imagine those of tidewater Virginia to have been borrowed.'' Added to these examples from the historical record are innumerable artifacts from excavated sites such as Spiro, Moundville, and Etowah that indicate how rich grave goods in the Southeast could be and that lend further credibility to Garcilaso's descriptions.
Considering that Talomeco was a large town with five hundred houses, its inhabitants could easily have constructed an exceptionally large temple (Garcilaso 1993: 297) . A number of smaller tribes throughout the Carolinas are known to have built communal buildings large enough to hold many if not all of their inhabitants. In 1663 William Hilton visited such a building at St. Helena that was about two hundred feet or more in circumference with walls twelve feet high (Cheves 1897: 20-21) . Since the largest carved figures inside the temple at Talomeco were about eleven feet tall and since two tiers of life-sized figures were about the same height, this smaller building is significant more for its height than its diameter of about sixty-four feet. In 1666 Robert Sandford recorded a similar ''house of State'' on Edisto Island, and in 1670 the first English settlers found another ''Hutt Pallace'' at Sewee (Cheves 1897: 65-66) . While among the Wisack (Waxhaw) in 1701 Lawson (1967 Lawson ( [1709 : 42-49) described a similar ''State-House'' large enough for public dances to be held inside. Its pyramidal roof was thatched even though houses in the village were covered with bark. He continued on ''to the Esaw Indians, a very large Nation containing many thousand People'' and visited the ''Kadapau'' (Catawba) ''king,'' who was less than one day's travel away. On the way to the Esaw, he ''met with several Towns of Indians, each Town having its Theatre or State Houses, such Houses being found all along the Road, till you come to Sapona, and then no more of these Buildings. '' Judging by the number of burials and quantity of pearls, the Spanish concluded that the temple at Talomeco represented the accumulation of many generations; this in turn implied that a well-established hereditary leadership had existed for centuries. De Soto took a large sphere of influence for granted and carried the lady with him to ensure the safety of his men and to extort provisions and burden bearers. Elvas (1993: 85) believed she was obeyed for 100 leagues (about 260 miles) beyond her principal towns, and this entire area was assumed to be part of her empire, but the presence of an invading force of about 650 armed men may have been sufficiently persuasive.
The most distinctive aspect of Cofitachequi was a combination of traits that existed there and nowhere else that the de Soto expedition went. Nearly all of these traits are known to have existed individually elsewhere through the de Soto narratives, other sources, or excavation, but not in combination and not to the same extent. This was particularly true of the use of pearls and sculpture. The most distinctive single trait was preserving intact corpses above ground within a temple. The only trait that was entirely unparalleled was the use of shells, pearls, and mother-of-pearl to decorate buildings.
The Language of the Cofitachequi
In 1566 and 1567, Juan Pardo visited Cofitachequi, and his notary, Bandera (Vandera), mentioned that a large number of chiefs had gathered there, indicating that it continued to be a major town. Bandera referred to the town as ''Canos, which the Indians call Canosi and, for another name, Cofetazque'' (Hudson 1990: 301, 311) . 7 In other words, Cofitachequi was not their name for themselves.
Talomeco is a Muskogean word meaning ''chief town'' (that is, principal town, but literally ''town-chief''), and this was a descriptive rather than a distinctive name (Booker, Hudson, and Rankin 1992: 418-19, 427) . West of the Appalachian Mountains, Pardo visited an entirely different ''place that is named Olameco and, for another name, Chiaha'' (Bandera, quoted in Hudson 1990: 303) , indicating that two names were being used elsewhere as well for a single town. Talomeco and Olameco were thus being used to designate two towns at about the same time (1540 and 1566) in two areas that were widely separated. 8 Numerous tribes moved great distances, particularly when their neighbors obtained guns earlier than they did, and numerous factors were involved (Smith , 2002 , but in this case Swanton (1922: 218) assumed, primarily on the resemblance of place-names, that the town of Talomeco in the province of Cofitachequi must have moved west of the mountains and consisted of the Muskogean Kashita (Cussatoes). Since the Cofitachequi/Canosi are known to have remained east of the Appalachians, he was incorrect. They may have relocated their village from time to time, but there is evidence that it remained on the Wateree River from 1540 to circa 1685.
The evidence that the Cofitachequi spoke Muskogean hinges on whether two Muskogean place-names were used by the Cofitachequi themselves. Since they called their principal town Canosi rather than Cofitachequi, and since the designation Talomeco could easily have been applied by Muskogean interpreters to any very large town, this evidence is inadequate to determine what language the Cofitachequi spoke. Booker, Hudson, and Rankin (1992: 435) assert that ''Creek and/or Hitchiti was spoken in the central town'' of Cofitachequi. Their principal evidence consists of the two place-names Cofitachequi and Talomeco. If there were any direct evidence that the Indians themselves used these two words, there would be no question that they spoke Muskogean, but there is no such evidence. Since Canosi was what the Indians called themselves, Cofitachequi must have been a name assigned by a Muskogean interpreter and adopted for convenience by many Europeans until they knew more.
Until Blair Rudes (2002a) made his study of place-names in eastern South Carolina, the evidence that Catawban was spoken throughout the area was poor, as was admitted by James Mooney (1894) and as has been often repeated, but Rudes concluded that ''nearly all of the place-names in or near Cofitachiqui in the de Soto and Pardo accounts'' are Catawban rather than Muskogean. The Catawba entry in the Southeast volume of the Handbook of North American Indians enumerates the tribes that constituted the Catawba at various periods and identifies the Cofitachequi as Catawban (Rudes, Blumer, and May 2004) .
The de Soto expedition frequently had to add translators. Garcilaso (1993: 384) wrote:
Because of the great variety of languages that he [de Soto] found as a result of the many provinces that he had passed through, almost every one of which had a language different from the others, ten, twelve, or fourteen interpreters were needed to talk with the caciques and Indians of these provinces. The statement would pass from Juan Ortiz [who had lived among Indians in the present state of Florida] to the last of the interpreters, all of whom stood up like a chorus to receive and pass on the words to the next one, according to the manner in which they understood one another.
Since ''almost every one'' of the provinces spoke a mutually unintelligible language or dialect, this adds to the likelihood that a different language was spoken in the province of Cofitachequi than in the province to the south of it. The Spanish practice seems to have been to define provinces primarily on the basis of language, a necessary consideration for establishing missions, and linguistics is likely to be more useful in defining boundaries mentioned by the de Soto expedition than theories about the extent of chiefdoms. Booker, Hudson, and Rankin (1992: 416-18) argue that the Guale probably spoke Muskogean; that the Cusabo spoke the same language as Guale; that the Cofitachequi spoke the same language as the Cusabo; and, therefore, that the Cofitachequi probably spoke Muskogean as their principal language. Whether or not the Guale spoke Muskogean, the Cusabo and Guale could not understand one another. In addition, an English settler who spoke Cusaboan needed a translator to speak with the Cofitachequi (with ''Cusaboan'' used by Rudes as a convenient designation for the language spoken by the principal tribes of the Lowcountry; personal communication). A supposed Muskogean connection through the Cusabo has no basis.
The most important evidence of a major difference in language is that a Guale interpreter was unable to understand Indians who were natives of Santa Elena. The formal record states that two interpreters were needed to interrogate these Indians: ''Through Antonia Camuñas, interpreter of the Guale language, another interpreter called Diego, a native of St. Catherine, was examined. The latter, being a Christian, was duly sworn, before God and upon the cross, and promising to tell the truth, he was directed to question Diacan as follows . . .'' (Gallardo 1936: 54) . This indicates that the Spaniard spoke Spanish and Guale, that the Guale Indian interpreter spoke Guale and Cusaboan, and that the Cusabo (Diacan) did not speak Spanish or Guale.
Henry Woodward knew the language spoken by the principal tribes on the coast of South Carolina, and when he went to Cofitachequi, he took the cacique of Kiawah to interpret for him. In the Shaftesbury Papers a letter from the council of the province states that Woodward wanted to go to England to tell the proprietors about his discoveries but that he could not be spared because of ''his familiar acquaintance amongst the natives, and his knowledge in their language.'' The same letter refers to the emperor of ''Chufytachyque . . . unto whom by the Casseca of Kaiawah he [Woodward] made knowne the settlement of the English in these parts'' (Cheves 1897: 191-92) . Since he needed a translator, the language Woodward had learned on the coast did not enable him to communicate directly with the Cofitachequi.
Bandera states that at Canosi/Cofetazque the chiefs who assembled were ''all summoned together by Guillermo Rufín, interpreter of their language, and through him it was declared to them'' (Hudson 1990: 260) . Rufín (or Rouffi) unquestionably knew the language spoken at Cofitachequi, but since he also knew French and Spanish as well as Cusaboan, he was probably good at learning languages. He had been among the Cusabo for more than a decade, and he could well have learned another Indian language. Booker, Hudson, and Rankin (1992: 416) acknowledge that they only surmise that an unnamed writer who mentioned that Muskogean was spoken for two hundred leagues was referring to the places visited by the Pardo expeditions. Juan Rogel made this statement when he had recently arrived at Santa Elena, and he was not writing from firsthand knowledge (Zubillaga 1946: 325) . Rogel more likely referred to the Muskogean peoples en-countered by the de Soto expedition from Georgia to the Mississippi River. For so many translators to have been required by the de Soto expedition, many peoples in the Southeast must have spoken little or no Muskogean in the 1540s. Muskogean was initially a lingua franca before being widely adopted, and it is well documented as having been a second language for many peoples in the Southeast (Swanton 1922) .
If Muskogean had been spoken anywhere in the South Carolina piedmont, there should be evidence in surviving place-names, but the only Muskogean suffix in the Lowcountry occurs in the area occupied by the Yemassee from circa 1684 to 1716; it was during that period that the Coosawhatchie and Salkehatchie rivers were named (Waddell 1980: 244) . Earlier, the tribes indigenous to the coast who spoke neither Muskogean nor Catawban would have called the Kussah's river the Cusabo (''Westoe bou signifying the enemies' River'' [Cheves 1897: 378] ). West of the Appalachian Mountains, the de Soto narratives recorded the -hatchie suffix in Athahachi and the -lusa (black) suffix in Tascaluça (Swanton 1939: 60) . Where a Muskogean suffix would have occurred, the equivalent word esaw and suffix -bo occur instead. Booker, Hudson, and Rankin (1992) argued that the Catawba were a subject people within the ''chiefdom'' of Cofitachequi and were a Catawban element of a principally Muskogean-speaking people. It is inconsistent with the renowned valor of the Catawba against the Six Nations and other larger nations for them to have submitted to any other people, and there is no known evidence that any Muskogean tribes lived north or east of the Savannah River with the sole exception of the Yemassee. This evidence has special significance for the theory of chiefdoms, considering the acknowledgment that ''documentation of these compound or paramount chiefdoms in the Southeast is sketchy at best, but two of those encountered by the Spaniards-Cofitachequi and Coosa-have significantly better documentation than the others'' (Booker, Hudson, and Rankin 1992: 401) .
The Catawba as the Principal Surviving Part of the Province of Cofitachequi Swanton (1939: 49) frankly admitted that ''the identity of the Indians of Cofitachequi has been a puzzle.'' Earlier, Swanton (1912: 150) had made an important observation that he did not pursue: ''Guaquili and Xuala are from Catawba or a related tongue.'' De Soto assumed these two towns were subject to the province of Cofitachequi. Two other towns mentioned in the de Soto and Pardo narratives were also Catawban towns: Yssa (Issa or Esaw) and Cataba (''Catawba'' in fig. 1 ). Mooney (1894: 68) first recognized that the ''Issa'' of Bandera's shorter account referred to the Esaw. Hudson (1990: 74-75) concluded that ''Canos Orata [chief] was, of course, the chief of Cofitachequi. . . . Both Yssa and Cataba definitely spoke Catawban languages. . . . Some of the descendants of these people were called the Esaws in early South Carolina. [Cataba] . . . is clearly the same as that used by contemporary Catawba Indians in South Carolina.'' The close resemblance of the names, their occurrence together, the proximity, and the locations have made these identifications fully accepted. On the basis of this information, it seems that Canosi, Esaw, and Catawba were separate towns, and there is evidence that they remained so for at least a century longer, but it is more likely that all three towns spoke Catawban rather than only two of them.
When Pardo was at Canosi/Cofetazque in 1567, he found thirteen principal chiefs there, including those of Canosi, Yssa, and Cataba. Since groups of chiefs regularly appeared at towns visited by the Pardo expedition and were systematically required to declare allegiance to Spain, their presence is more likely to have been required by the Spanish than by a local chief, and it alone does not imply that the Cofitachequi had any authority over them.
The Pardo accounts provide important evidence that the relationship of these tribes was based on equality and mutual interest. Most significant, Pardo told all thirteen of the assembled chiefs through an interpreter what he commanded them to do, and he got all of them to ''ratify'' their agreement (Hudson 1990: 260) . He told the chief of Canos (Cofitachequi) along with the rest. He did not tell an emperor of Canos what to command his subjects to do, and if there had been an emperor, this would have been all Pardo would have needed to do.
Further evidence of the equality of the Cofitachequi with the other tribes is that each of the thirteen chiefs was called an orata. Bandera's 1567 account refers to three different types of chiefs or caciques, and he explained that a ''Meco is a great lord'' and ''Orata Chiquini [is] a lesser lord'' (ibid., 263). Thus an orata was less than a mico and more than an orata chiquini, and the chief of the Cofitachequi was not a chief of the highest rank like the Guatari Meco (Wateree chief) and one other meco mentioned by Bandera. The Cofitachequi chief had no higher or lower rank than the chiefs of the Orista (Edisto) or Uscamacu (Escamacu/Santa Elena/St. Helena), two principal chiefs of the Lowcountry (289). Bandera referred to the chiefs of the Ytaa/Ysaa and of the Cataba each as a ''very important cassique'' (264). Hudson proposed that there was a still greater type of chief, a ''grand chief,'' but no Indian word is given for such a chief, and Hann (1994: 98-99) concluded that ''in the example Hudson cited in positing the inferiority of oratas, Bandera did not necessarily put oratas in general in the inferior position suggested by Hudson.'' Hann found that there was no justification for assuming ''that everywhere oratas appeared there was a mico to rule over them. '' When considering what the actual authority of a chief might have been, it is worth bearing in mind an observation made by Swanton (1922: 168) : ''The relation which Cofitachequi and Talimeco bore to each other is perplexing, but, discounting the tendency of the Spaniards to discover kings, emperors, and ruling and subjugated provinces, we may guess that the tribes were allied and on terms of perfect equality.'' This conclusion fits the usual pattern of political relationships between most towns in the Southeast. After spending forty years among tribes throughout the Southeast, James Adair (1930 Adair ( [1775 : 459-60) wrote that they have no such titles or persons, as emperors, or kings; nor an appellative for such, in any of their dialects. . . . they have no words to express despotic power, arbitrary kings, oppressed, or obedient subjects. . . . [Their chiefs] can only persuade or dissuade the people. . . . Their voices, to a man, have due weight in every public affair, as it concerns their welfare alike. Every town is independent of one another. Their own friendly compact continues the union.
Although inherited power existed on an imperial scale in Central and South America, and although power was sometimes usurped in America north of Mexico by chiefs such as Powhatan, the usual means of exercising power were ones that many Europeans could not appreciate or were unwilling to report to their superiors. Although the English referred to ''emperors'' of the Cherokee and of the Creeks, they cynically bestowed such titles for their own purposes (Robinson 1996: 37-38 ). The supposed evidence of a chiefdom, such as the compulsory collection of tribute, are documented among the Cofitachequi and their allies only when they were required to carry out such acts by the Spanish.
When the Spanish forced the Lady of Cofitachequi to accompany them, she led them through largely uninhabited territory rather than taking them to towns such as those of the Esaw and Catawba. The Pardo narratives reveal the existence of numerous towns that were unknown to de Soto, and the towns that de Soto was permitted to see or was willing to take the time to see constituted a small portion of those known to have existed in the vicinity of Talomeco. The evidence provided by Pardo indicates that fewer than thirty years later, the chief of the Cofitachequi was treated no differently from other Catawban chiefs and was not ranked as high as two chiefs encountered elsewhere. A comparison of the de Soto and Pardo narratives makes it likely that de Soto overestimated the authority of the Lady of Cofitachequi. 9 Between Pardo's visit in 1567 and Woodward's in 1670, the only known European visit to Cofitachequi was by Pedro de Torres in 1628. The Spanish governor Rojas wrote that de Torres ''arrived at a place called Cofitachiqui, which is the farthest where reached Hernando de Soto, he who discovered and conquered these provinces. In that place he was very regaled by the cacique, who is very respected by all the remaining caciques, and all obey him and recognize vassalage. There were 82 years [since] Hernando de Soto was there, and until this occasion Spaniards have not arrived and they remain sheltered'' (Worth 1994: 114) . This statement indicates that Rojas was unaware of the Pardo expeditions (122, n. 55) and was mistaken that de Soto had conquered the areas his expedition passed through, but his account contains valuable information nonetheless. Rojas noted that the Cofitachequi wore pearls ''strung around the neck and on the arms,'' and he described how they gathered pearls from lakes and rivers (114-15). Since few natural lakes exist in South Carolina, the lakes described with rivers running out of them had presumably been formed by beaver dams.
Initially, the English assumed that the Cofitachequi should be their principal allies, but they quickly realized that the Esaw were more important to have as friends than the Cofitachequi. Following the Yemassee War, the Catawba rather than the Esaw were major allies of the English, but at various times from 1670 to 1716, the designations Cofitachequi, Esaw, and Catawba were used to a large extent interchangeably. As the following records make apparent, these were closely related peoples whose fortunes varied, but who were all Catawban.
In 1670, within a few months after the first English colonists arrived at Charleston Harbor, Henry Woodward went inland to create an alliance with the emperor of Cofitachequi in order to gain the protection of his one thousand warriors (Cheves 1897: 258) . Since the South Carolina colony initially consisted of only about 140 men and since the nearest English colony was Virginia, Indian alliances were essential.
The earliest mention of the Esaw is in a list of tribes that Maurice Mathews had made in 1671 for the Earl of Shaftesbury. He started his list of all known tribes with the ''St. Helena ye Southernmost,'' and he continued from south to north until he ended with the ''Isaw, [and] Cotachicach'' (ibid., 334). The Esaw were still neighbors of the Cofitachequi as they had been when Pardo visited them in the 1560s.
In 1673 the ''Westo'' on the Savannah River were rumored to be planning to invade the English settlement, and on 7 October 1673 Mathews and others were instructed to go to the ''Esaugh Indians'' (Esaw) to seek their help in the ''present warr of the Westoes.'' By 2 February 1673/4, they had returned ''from Esaugh'' and reported on their mission (ibid., 428-29).
Beginning around 1673 the English began to refer to their strongest allies as the Esaw, but over a period of decades, the Esaw and Catawba were increasingly referred to collectively as the Catawba. After the Yemassee War (1715-16), the Esaw ceased to be mentioned, and the principal peoples residing in the same place began regularly to be called the Catawba (Brown 1966: 24) . During the period of the Yemassee War, Governor Alexander Spotswood of Virginia referred to a ''Catawba Confederacy'' (129, n. 27; cf. 144). By 1728 six different villages were being referred to simply as the Catawba (William Byrd II, quoted in ibid., 71). The Catawba called themselves ''people'': Niye in the Esaw dialect and Yiye in the Saraw dialect (Rudes 2002b) . ''All other names were given to them by outsiders'' (Brown 1966: 19) . Although Esaw (river) is also Catawban, it seems to have been misapplied as the name for a town, its inhabitants, and its allies.
In 1540 the Cofitachequi had been so powerful a nation that the Indians of central Georgia were afraid even to enter their hunting grounds and had no idea where their towns were located (Garcilaso 1993: 274). The de Soto expedition found the piedmont between the Altamaha River and the Santee River almost wholly without towns, and archaeological evidence has confirmed that major settlements which previously existed on the Savannah River were deserted from around 1450 to 1650. 10 The Esaw just as suddenly disappeared from the historical record around 1711 as the Cofitachequi had disappeared around 1685, and afterward the Catawba were consistently mentioned in public records in place of both. There is only one tribe known to have lived in the South Carolina piedmont that had so great a reputation for valor, and since the Catawba were feared as far north as the Great Lakes, they were undoubtedly feared as far south as Georgia. 11 Since the people who eventually became known as the Catawba had a similar renown and were on the same river as the Cofitachequi and Esaw, it is more likely that all three were the same people called by different names rather than that they successively disappeared and left a people of similar size and renown in their place.
The Kussoe as Another Part of the Cofitachequi
In 1672 two ''Cherokee'' Indians from Santa Elena traveled south of the Savannah River and were interrogated by a Spaniard through a Guale Indian (Gallardo 1936: 51) . Since there were no Iroquoian Indians living at St. Helena in 1672, these two Indians were almost certainly Escamacu, the tribe the English found it easier to refer to as the ''St. Helena.'' One of the Indians interrogated was named Diacan, and he stated that the English had recently been at war with the ''Cofatachiqui Indians'' (also spelled ''Cosatachiqui''). His testimony was corroborated by the Indian who accompanied him. A Spaniard who spoke the language of St. Helena swore that he had earlier been told the same thing (ibid., 55, 53).
In 1679, another Spanish official interrogated an English deserter named Thomas Jibe and asked if the English had tried to get pearls from the ''Cafatache'' (ibid., 136). These two references to the Cofitachequi in Spanish records of 1672 and 1679 provide independent evidence that the Cofitachequi still existed and that they were the same people who had been visited by de Soto in 1540. In each case, the Spanish did not identify them further than by their name, implying that they knew well which Indians were being referred to.
In 1671-72, the English were at war with the Kussoe (or Cusso): On 27 September 1671, ''an open Warr shall be forthwith prosecuted against the said Kussoe Indians.'' By 2 October, a number of Kussoe had been captured, and unless ransomed, they were to be ''transported'' (sold into slavery outside the province). By 26 October, the war had escalated, and the governor and council ordered all able-bodied men except themselves to serve in the war against the Kussoe (Cheves 1897: 341-46) . By 24 January 1672, the Kussoe War had been concluded (400), and it was about two months later when Diacan told the Spanish that the English had been at war with the Cofitachequi when he visited Charleston Harbor (Gallardo 1936: 53) . The only way to reconcile this apparently conflicting evidence is to accept that the Kussoe of the English must have been understood to be at least part of the people who called themselves the Canosi, but were called Cofitachequi by the Spanish and the Guale.
On 3 August 1674 the council learned that the Kussoe had murdered three Englishmen, and they ordered Maurice Mathews and others to raise a party of men ''to take or destroy all or any of them, the whole matter being left to their advisem t '' (Cheves 1897: 451) . If the Kussoe were part of the Cofitachequi, it needs to be explained why an excuse was being utilized to annihilate them. Three murders would ordinarily have resulted in those responsible being punished instead of license being given to destroy an entire tribe. ''To take'' implies that the principal motive was to take as many more Kussoe as possible as slaves and, as had been done in 1672, to transport them to places where they could less easily escape, usually in the West Indies or the North, for an easy and immediate profit. The Lords Proprietors of Carolina as a group consistently insisted that the colonists protect local Indians for their usefulness in providing food and as a warning network against invasion by the Spanish and French or their Indian allies, and they repeatedly had to condemn the enslavement of local Indians. The Earl of Shaftesbury (Ashley Cooper) stated the policy on Indians succinctly: ''Make them useful without force or injury'' (ibid., 427).
Another motive to get rid of the Kussoe was to have their land. Shaftesbury had been offended that no land was set aside for him near Albemarle Point, the original site of Charleston, and that all the best land nearby had been quickly granted. In 1675 the surviving Kussoe were required to move from the head of the Ashley River and to cede the ''great and the Lesser Cas-soe.'' A total of twelve thousand acres of their land was then laid out as a signory for Shaftesbury and was called ''St. Gyleses Plantacon Cassoe.'' The cession was signed by about twenty-nine Indians including ''the most great Cassiqua,'' two other caciques or chiefs, and at least eleven female ''captains'' (Waddell 1980: 262-64 ). The high status of women among South Carolina tribes generally is well documented, other examples including the queen of Edisto, who received Sandford (Cheves 1897: 65-66) , and the queen of the Congaree, who received Lawson (1967 Lawson ( [1709 : 35).
In 1684 the Kussah signed a joint cession with other coastal tribes to all land between the Stono and Westo (Savannah) rivers from the Atlantic Ocean to the Appalachian Mountains. 12 By 1711, the Kussoe had part of their remaining lands set aside for them, and the lands surveyed were adjacent to a grant to Robert Daniel, whose property was bounded by the Edisto River. 13 Another reservation had been set aside for the ''Cusabo'' (literally, Cusa-river people) on Polawana Island in the Beaufort vicinity before 1712 (Waddell 1980: 252-55 ). The reference in the 1675 cession to ''the great and the Lesser Cassoe'' and the separate reservations for the Kussoe and Kussah seem to indicate that the greater part of the Kussoe remained near the Edisto River, and the lesser part, the Kussah, went farther south to the vicinity of Beaufort. Until that time, the greater and lesser Kussoe were consistently mentioned as living inland and must have relied primarily on agriculture for their subsistence like most larger, predominantly agricultural peoples throughout the Southeast.
By 1743, Adair (1930 Adair ( [1775 : 236) listed the ''Coosah'' as one of the tribes represented among the Catawba ''nation.'' Although there is no known evidence that any of the Kussoe or Kussah lived in the Piedmont before 1743, their former lands at the headwaters of the Ashley River were close enough to the Piedmont for the forests between the Ashley and Santee rivers to have been their hunting grounds. In 1570 Rogel wrote that every fall, the Orista (Edisto) divided into small groups and moved as far as twenty leagues (about fifty miles) into the interior to hunt and gather until spring (quoted in Waddell 1980: 46-47) . Most of this land was assumed by explorers and early settlers to be unoccupied, but it was used. Significantly, the 1684 treaty signed by the Kussah and other coastal tribes cleared title ''on the West or north West with the Great Ridge of Mountains com ly called the Apalathean Mountains'' (ibid., 247). The territory claimed by the Kussah for hunting purposes evidently extended at least to the Fall Line and may have extended well into the Piedmont. In any case, it needed only to extend to the Fall Line to be adjacent to the territory of the Cofitachequi.
The tradition of the Kussoe as recorded in 1743 indicated that ''formerly they consisted of about 1000'' (Waddell 1980: 269) , which is pos-sible. In 1670 the Cofitachequi still had one thousand warriors and thus a total population of around four thousand to five thousand men, women, and children (Cheves 1897: 249, 258) , and, since the Kussoe claimed to have a total population of one thousand, the Kussoe may have represented at one time as much as one-fourth of the population of the province of Cofitachequi. However, in 1682 the ''Kusso'' on Ashepoo River were called ''the greatest Nation hereabouts: yet they report themselves to be, but not to exceed fifty Bowmen'' (R. F. [R. Ferguson], quoted in Waddell 1980: 246) .
Location of the Principal Town of the Cofitachequi
As Swanton (1939: 180) emphasized when writing about the de Soto expedition, ''it is important to establish with some accuracy the location of Cofitachequi because it plays a vital part in placing the earlier section of the route and has an important bearing upon the later movements.'' He was persuaded by Mary Ross's (1930: 273) study that the shorter Pardo narrative indicated Cofitachequi was somewhere in South Carolina, but he concluded that a location on the Savannah River fitted the number of rivers crossed better than one in the Santee basin. He noted that the Pardo narrative ''renders it quite certain that Cofitachequi was near the Fall Line, no matter on what river it was placed.'' In South Carolina, the Fall Line separates the Piedmont and Coastal Plain and runs parallel to the coast about one hundred miles inland (from North Augusta through Columbia to Cheraw; see fig. 1 ). In 1569 Bandera noted that the soil near Cofitachequi was ''bright red'' and that the river valleys contained ''much rock and [many] boulders'' (Hudson 1990: 301) . In 1670 Woodward found the province of Cofitachequi to be ''exceedinge rich and fertill generally of a red mould and hillie with most pleasant vallies and springes haueing plentie of white and black Marble'' (Woodward quoted by William Owen in Cheves 1897: 201). Red earth begins at the inner coastal plain and occurs as far east as the vicinity of Ft. Watson (State Board of Agriculture 1883: frontispiece map), but boulders occur only at or above the Fall Line. Geological features thus indicate, as Swanton argued, that Cofitachequi was unquestionably in the Piedmont, and references to swamps until about ten leagues (twenty-six miles) before reaching Cofitachequi make it certain that it was near the Fall Line (Bandera, cited in Hudson 1990: 258) . A distinction needs to be made, though, between the province of Cofitachequi (which is where the geological features were noted) and the principal towns of Cofitachequi (which may or may not have had such features nearby).
The most specific and reliable information about the location of an Indian town named ''Cotuchike'' is shown on a map prepared by Joel Gas- coyne circa 1685 ( fig. 2) . Verner W. Crane (1956 [1928] : 13, n. 28) pointed out that this map showed ''Cotuchike . . . a little distance above the forks [of the Wateree and Congaree rivers], below the 'Esah' (Catawba).'' This map was far more accurate and detailed than the one Gascoyne had published in 1682 ( fig. 3 ), but his earlier map also showed ''Cafitaciqui'' in the Santee Basin. It correctly showed Esaw on the Wateree River, but like other maps of the period it incorrectly showed the Wateree River flowing directly into the ocean instead of into the Santee River. Mathews had been surveyor general of the Province of Carolina, and Gascoyne specifically credited him as the principal source for his circa 1685 manuscript map, a highly influential type map that was not entirely superceded until the middle of the eighteenth century (Cumming 1962: 162) . Mathews is likely to have gone to Cofitachequi on his way to the Esaw in late 1673 or early 1674, and he surely did before 1680, for by then he had traveled two hundred miles up the Santee River (Matthews 1954 (Matthews [1680 : 155). Cotuchike is shown on the east side of the Wateree, and the scale on a facsimile in the Library of Congress indicates that the town was approximately ten miles north of where the Wateree flows into the Santee. 14 Juan de Ribas, who traveled with Pardo, stated explicitly that Canos (Cofitachequi) was on the Wateree River. 15 With Cofitachequi shown on the Wateree River on Mathews's map and stated by de Ribas to be on the Wateree River, there is good reason to believe it was somewhere on the Wateree River. Conscientious scholars have concluded that Cofitachequi was located in various places from the Savannah River to the Pedee River, 16 but a location somewhere on the Wateree River is all but certain.
Biedma (1993: 231) stated that Cofitachequi was ''up to thirty leagues'' from the coast (about seventy-eight miles), and since the mouth of the Wateree River is about ninety miles inland, Cofitachequi was probably near its mouth. 17 Elvas (1993: 83) stated that the Indians indicated ''the sea was two days' journey away,'' which may have been possible by canoe during the month of May before the swift current of the Santee was dammed and diverted.
Bandera (quoted in Hudson 1990: 278, 301 ) stated that Cofitachequi was 50 to 55 leagues north of Santa Elena, or approximately 130 to 143 miles, and the mouth of the Wateree River is about 100 air miles north of Santa Elena (see fig. 1 ). Since Pardo was on foot, he had to travel about 20 to 30 miles west or northwest before turning north in order to get beyond impassible marsh, and he undoubtedly had to make other detours. Although Camden is about 140 miles north of Santa Elena, it is too far north and too far inland to fit much of the documentary evidence. Bandera also stated that Cofitachequi was 20 leagues (52 miles) from the coast, but Pardo did not go to the coast, and since Cofitachequi was definitely near the Fall Line, the distance Bandera gave to the coast is about half the actual distance.
Nearly all of this evidence is consistent with Woodward's statement that Cofitachequi was northwest of Charleston Harbor (see fig. 1 ). Woodward noted that his trip required fourteen days on foot, but this must have been the length of time required for a round trip. Two other contemporary sources stated that a trip to Cofitachequi took from eight to ten days. In 1674 Woodward traveled an equivalent distance on foot to visit the Westo town on the Savannah River near the present Augusta, and that trip took seven days (Cheves 1897: 186, 194, 201, 456-59) . The distance from Charleston to the Fall Line near Columbia or near Augusta is approximately the same (see fig. 1 ). As Larson (1990: 134) noted, Pardo took eight or nine days to travel from Santa Elena to Canos.
A location within the Santee Basin is also compatible with Paul Quattlebaum's (1956) hypothesis that the attempted settlement by Lucas Váz-quez de Ayllón was in the vicinity of Winyah Bay and with the statement by the Cofitachequi Indians to Elvas (1993: 84) that the place on the coast where Ayllón died was ''two day's journey.'' The Cofitachequi had Spanish armor, axes, a rosary, and other material, and a Spaniard who had been with Allyón and who was with de Soto identified these artifacts as coming from the attempted settlement (ibid.; Rangel 1993: 279; Biedma 1993: 231) .
Unless the site has been destroyed, archaeological excavations should eventually find postmolds of the funerary temple at Talomeco, and the best place to begin looking for the site is where Mathews's map shows Cotuchike. Somewhere nearby should be a high mound (Rangel 1993: 280) , but a number of mounds known to have been on the Savannah and Wateree have been lost to erosion or removed for topsoil. A site as far north as Camden is possible, 18 but one closer to Pinewood is more likely. Excavations can be expected to find marine shells, copper sheets and weaponry, and Spanish artifacts, as well as large middens of fresh water mussel shells and quantities of drilled pearls, and the middens may be visible in aerial photos. 19 
Other Possibilities
Charles Hudson, Chester DePratter, and others have contributed greatly to our understanding of the interrelated routes of the de Soto, de Luna, and Pardo expeditions throughout the Southeast, and they have defended their methodology effectively (including Hudson 1990; Hudson et al. 1984 Hudson et al. , 1987 Hudson et al. , 1989 Hudson et al. , 1990 DePratter 1989 and and DePratter et al. 1983) . They have undoubtedly come close to identifying the site of Cofitachequi, but other possibilities have been proposed for the location of the site and for the relations of the Cofitachequi with tribes that joined the Catawba.
In the most comprehensive study of all the relevant evidence, Steven Baker (1974: 97, IV-7, V-5) concluded that the towns of Cofitachequi were ''most likely'' located ''in Sumter County, at the south end of the High Hills of Santee.'' However, he stated also that the Congaree Indians were probably remnants of the Cofitachequi and that when Lawson visited them, they must have been living at or near Camden (DePratter and Green 2000) . 20 Shortly before encountering the Congaree Indians on 13 January 1701, Lawson (1967 Lawson ( [1709 : 32) saw a prospect about twenty miles long to the west-northwest. Judging from the direction of the view, the distance which could be seen, and the elevations he noted, he can only have been eastsoutheast of the Congaree Swamp at the time. After leaving this point, he traveled for a day and a half and reached the Congaree Indians approximately thirty miles upriver (rather than about ten miles upriver near the site marked as Cotuchike in fig. 2 ).
The Congaree are likely to have been part of the province of Cofitachequi, but not a principal part. Wes White (1985) has brought together all known evidence about the Congaree, and none suggests that they ever had more than thirty warriors.
Baker argued that the Kussoe and coastal tribes south of the Ashley River were subjects of the Cofitachequi, but he was misled by an incorrect assumption that Governor John Yeamans made while in Barbadoes before coming to the settlement at Charleston Harbor, and Yeamans had misinterpreted a surviving letter written to him by Woodward on 10 September 1670 (Cheves 1897: 218, 186-88 Baker (1974: 14) stated that ''the major goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that a rank society suggestive of the chiefdom stage of cultural evolution was in existence during the earliest contact period and that it persisted well into the historic period. It is theorized that this collective society embraced peoples of both the Piedmont and Coastal Lowlands.'' Using ''Elman Service's concept of 'chiefdom' as a general model'' facilitated interpreting evidence in ways the documentation does not support. For example, Baker argued that ''central collection as part of a system of economic redistribution was evident when'' the Kussoe and other Indians were taking corn from plantations, and he assumed without evidence that this corn was being sent as tribute to Cofitachequi (ibid., 37; Cheves 1897: 341). 21 There is abundant evidence that each tribe that lived on the coast between the Ashley and Savannah rivers was wholly independent. The most definite evidence is the series of eight land cessions made in 1684. Separate cessions for each tribe that occupied the coast indicated that each was considered to have full title to the territory it occupied, just as the 1674 cession of the Kussoe had indicated. If any or all of this territory had been possessed by an emperor, land would certainly have been acquired through the emperor, and one cession would have sufficed. 22 In 1671 Anthony Ashley Cooper specifically asked a member of the council ''whether the Indian Cassiques your Neighbours be absolute supreame Lords, in theire owne Territorys, or else be Tributary Princes and pay subjection and homage to any greater King who is theire Emperor.'' Another member of the council, Maurice Mathews, replied to Ashley Cooper that he found ''noe tributaries among them, butt intermariages & pouerty causeth them to visitt one Another; neuer quarelling who is ye better man'' (quoted in Cheves 1897: 313, 334; cf. Waddell 1980: 16-22) .
Baker dealt in detail with the important issues of whether or not the Cofitachequi were related to Ayllón's Chicora and to John Lederer's Ushery. The best evidence for the location of the Ayllón settlement is the statement by Elvas that the Cofitachequi said it ''had been in the port two days' journey thence . . . , and that Ayllón had died there'' (placing it somewhere near the mouth of the Santee River). Judging by location and influence, the Cofitachequi and Chicora might have been the same people, but the Chicora lived in palisaded towns, and no palisaded town is known from historical accounts to have existed anywhere in eastern South Carolina in the sixteenth century. 23 Baker's conclusion that the Cofitachequi and the Duhare were ''closely related'' seems still less likely. 24 Virginians initially referred to the Catawba as the Ushery (Brown 1966: 112, cf. 19-20) . Baker (1974: III-2) identified the Ushery with the Cofitachequi, but with the Congaree before they joined the Catawba.
Hudson and his colleagues made extensive use of Baker's thesis, but they reached the conclusion that the largest group of mounds on the Wateree River must have been the location of a chiefdom (Hudson 1990: 70; DePratter 1994: 207) . However, after a series of excavations in the Camden area, ''no sixteenth-or seventeenth-century artifacts have been recovered'' (DePratter 1994: 212) . If it could be shown that any of the mound sites in the Camden area were occupied by large numbers of people in the midsixteenth century, Camden would be a good possibility, but in the meanwhile, sites elsewhere in the Wateree River valley should be sought.
Despite the tremendous amount of research that has been done by Swanton and his successors, the most that can positively be said about the route of the de Soto expedition along the South Atlantic Coast is that when de Soto left Apalachee, the rivers still flowed south directly into the Gulf; when he got to central Georgia, the rivers began to flow east into the Atlantic; when he crossed the Appalachian Mountains, the rivers began to flow west into the Mississippi. He traveled on the east side of the Appalachian Mountains far enough north that when he crossed the southern end of them he reached streams that flowed west rather than south. Ross and others have shown that the Pardo accounts are a necessary supplement to establish that the expedition reached as far as the center of South Carolina, but there is still debate about how far north and west the expedition went and where it crossed the mountains. There can be no consensus about his route as long as basic issues such as the length of a league and the existence of chiefdoms are disputed, but de Soto can be placed near the center of South Carolina when he reached Cofitachequi, whose location should be possible to confirm archaeologically.
Conclusions
This essay has compared various historical accounts with one another and evaluated them for reliability; discussed and compared ethnohistorical data with other cultures, including information about languages, burial customs, and architecture; considered geography in terms of features such as rivers and mountains, distances traveled, directions, and paths; noted relevant archaeological evidence; and taken secondary sources into consider-ation. Some of these types of evidence have previously been neglected or overemphasized in attempts to prove a thesis rather than to make all of the evidence fit as well as possible. The evidence as a whole does not support the existence of what has been called one of the two best documented chiefdoms in the Southeast.
The Spanish encountered a dramatic change in cultural patterns when they reached Cofitachequi. The funerary customs and architecture in particular were so different that they were described in detail. The existence of a distinctive culture that the Spanish considered to be one of the most highly developed in the Southeast deserves to be the subject of a major archaeological survey. Since its principal towns were located on the Wateree River between its mouth and Camden, an intensive survey of this relatively small area deserves to be a priority.
What the de Soto expedition encountered at Cofitachequi was part of a large linguistic community that spoke Catawban. The Pardo expeditions revealed that this group included the Canosi (Cofitachequi), Esaw, Catawba, and numerous other tribes. By the sixteenth century, it already included many of the tribes that later united with the Catawba. Both the Spanish and the English were uncertain which tribes in the South Carolina piedmont had the most influence, and the amount of influence may well have varied over time, but the same tribes were part of the same ''nation'' regardless of how they were designated as a group from the 1560s through the 1740s. One people with basically the same size, location, and renown was successively called the Cofitachequi, Esaw, and Catawba.
Notes
I have tried to make good use of constructive criticism by Blair Rudes, Wes Taukchiray, Thomas Blumer, John Poindexter, Randolph Martz, and two anonymous readers.
1 The de Soto expedition was recorded in four principal accounts: (1) Rangel (1993: 249) , de Soto's secretary, kept a journal during the expedition, but what he wrote was partly rewritten by Oviedo and not published until 1851. There is good evidence, though, that the editing was minimal (Galloway 1997: 14) . His account includes the most complete listing of place-names from 1539 to 1541.
(2) Biedma (1993: 223) , the factor of the expedition, wrote an account in 1544 for the king of Spain in council. His report on the expedition is complete, but it is the shortest and least detailed. (3) The ''Gentleman from Elvas,'' whose identity is unknown, provided the most complete account by a participant of the expedition, and his accuracy was confirmed by Rangel and Biedma. This was the first of the four to be published (1577) and the first to be translated into English (1609). (4) Garcilaso, a historian who based his account on information from three participants in the expedition, wrote by far the most detailed nar-rative, published in 1605. His principal source has been identified as Gonçalo (Gonzalo) Silvestre (Swanton 1939: 5; cf. Crowley 1993: 4-5, 78 ). In addition, he had access to written accounts by Alonso de Carmona and Juan Coles. Garcilaso cites de Carmona on thirty-three pages, Silvestre on twenty-nine pages, and Coles on eighteen pages of the second edition of his book. The independence of the four principal narratives and the reliability of Garcilaso are most clearly indicated by the number of persons mentioned by name in each. Swanton (1939: 80-81; 349-71) was able to confirm the existence of the great majority of the 171 persons who are named out of about 650 members of the expedition by making comparisons with independently compiled enlistment lists, a list of the expedition's survivors, and similar lists. Since some identifications are less certain than most, the following totals are approximate, but are close to being correct: Most significant, Rangel mentioned thirteen names not in any other account; Elvas mentioned seven not in any other account; and Garcilaso mentioned eighty-two names not in any other account, but of people known to have been part of the expedition.
Garcilaso also mentioned eight individuals who were otherwise referred to only by Rangel, and he mentioned thirteen individuals who were otherwise mentioned only by Elvas. Rangel, Elvas, and Garcilaso mentioned the same ten individuals. All four narrators mentioned the same four individuals. Altogether, Biedma mentioned 4 persons by name; Rangel mentioned 45 persons by name; Elvas mentioned 40 persons by name; and Garcilaso mentioned 119 persons by name. Since Garcilaso mentioned more than twice as many persons as any other narrator, and since the names he mentioned have been confirmed, his reliability has to be rated very high in spite of some obvious exaggerations by his informants (ibid., 87-88). 2 Garcilaso 1993: 298. Garcilaso specifically mentioned Coles and de Carmona as sources of information who confirmed what his third source had told him about the temple at Talomeco (305-6). He wrote, ''I shall beg earnestly that it be believed that what has been said is an incomplete and fragmentary account, rather than an exaggerated one.'' 3 This explicit statement that only men were buried in the temple seems to be contradicted by the reference to chests carved with portraits ''of the deceased man or woman who was in the chest.'' But women may have been buried only in the smaller temple in the first town. Garcilaso (1605: 3: 172) wrote ''sus hijos, y hermanos, y sobrinos, hijos pe [de] hermanos, '' which Varner and Varner (Garcilaso 1980: 319) mistranslated as ''their children, their brothers and sisters, and their nieces and nephews. '' 4 Hulton 1984: pl. 38 . Theodor de Bry's engravings render White's watercolors with a high degree of accuracy, but they sometimes add irrelevant backgrounds (ibid., fig. 26 ). In the case of his engravings of this funerary temple, he added an outer wall that was not part of the painting. The temple White painted was only about fifteen feet wide (using 1.5 feet as an average shoulder width for the men shown) and so could easily have been spanned by bent saplings. 5 Hulton 1984 : pl. 39, fig. 25. Bartram (1955 [1791 found no evidence of idolatry among the Indians of the South: ''So far from idolotry are they, that they have no images amongst them.'' This seems to be another distinction that separates the Creeks and Cherokees from the Cofitachequi and the coastal tribes of North Carolina and Virginia (Swanton 1932: 585-87) , the Natchez, and the temple mound builders at Etowah. The high level of realism of sculpture of the Southern Cult provides a good indication of the skill achieved before the arrival of Europeans (Waring and Holder 1945) . 6 Lawson 1967 6 Lawson [1709 : 27-29. The burial on top of a mound that Lawson reports is related but not equivalent to the memorials made by the Cofitachequi. He describes monuments to individuals with a small roof covering a box with one person's bones. He states that the grave itself was about four by eight feet. 7 The Spanish text of this key phrase is ''canos que los Indios llaman canosi i por otro nonbre cofetazque'' (Hudson 1990: 298) . 8 Swanton 1946: 115; cf. Hudson 1990 : 68-69. Swanton (1912 had earlier noted that a third example, a Yemassee settlement called ''Talemato or Tolemaro,'' was likely to represent the same word. 9 The de Soto narratives refer to the Lady of Cofitachequi in various ways, and although her status was high, her position is uncertain. Elvas (1993: 86) stated that the Indian translator Perico ''said she was not the ruler but that she was the ruler's niece''; but even though Perico was in the best position to know, Elvas doubted that this was the case and called her a ''cacica. '' Biedma (1993: 230) simply referred to her as ''the lady of the town. '' Rangel (1993: 278) called her ''the cacica, ruler of that land. '' Garcilaso (1993: 293) referred to her as ''the ruler of the province,'' but he noted that her mother was a widow and was still alive. None of these four authors referred to her as a queen or empress (as secondary accounts have often done). The Pardo accounts do not mention a female chief at Cofitachequi. In 1567, the chief of the Cofitachequi seems to have been a man since he was called ''orata'' like the other chiefs. At Guatari, Bandera referred to ''two chiefs that are women'' (Hudson 1990: 298) ; conceivably this was the Lady of Cofitachequi and her mother. In any case, this reference indicates that Bandera would probably have noted if he had seen a female chief at Canos (Canosi/Cofetazque). Since the ''emperor'' of Cofitachequi mentioned in English accounts was definitely a man, it is possible either that the Lady of Cofitachequi was not chief (as Perico said) or that she held her position temporarily. Garcilaso (1993: 285) stated that she was unmarried and had inherited her position recently. If she married or had a male child, her position may have been transferred to him. Regardless of what her position was, definite evidence is needed to establish that any inherited position among Indians north of Mexico automatically conferred significant authority.
Being carried on a litter may well have implied reverence, but it was not necessarily evidence of political authority (Elvas 1993: 82; Biedma, 1993: 230; Rangel 1993: 278) . The Great Sun of the Natchez was also carried on a litter, and he lived on a mound, but submission to him was voluntary and based on religious beliefs (Swanton 1911: 100-10 ). The sites of temple mounds may have been primarily religious and funerary rather than political centers. 10 Writing about the Savannah River, David Anderson (1994: 3) concluded that ''after 1450, however, virtually the entire basin, which was densely occupied throughout much of prehistory, and by progressively more complex chiefdoms from circa 1200 to 1450, was precipitously abandoned.' ' Lederer (1672: 2) states that the ''Indians inhabiting the Western parts of Carolina and Virginia'' were ''a people driven by an Enemy from the Northwest, and invited to sit down here by an Oracle above four hundred years since. '' Chapman Milling (1940: 232, n. 4) (Swanton 1952: 281-83) . If the Catawba and Dakota were forced to relocate during roughly the same period, they had been separate sufficiently long for major differences to have developed in their languages (Blair Rudes, personal communication) . Pearson also wrote that on coming to the Catawba River, the Catawba warred with the Cherokee until an agreement was reached making the Broad River the boundary between their territories (Brown 1966: 29-30 ). This account was written for Governor James Henry Hammond and therefore may have been politically motivated, but since it is said to have been prepared between 1842 and 1844, it is unlikely to have been used to influence the Treaty of 1840 (in which the Catawba lost most of their remaining land). 11 Numerous instances of Catawban valor are cited in Brown 1966 . In 1822, Jedediah Morse wrote that the Catawba had been ''the bravest, the most formidable, and generous enemies of the Six Nations'' (quoted in White 1980: 40) . 12 Waddell 1980: 246-48, 264 . In 1682 R. Ferguson (who published under simply his initials) placed the ''Cusso's'' on the Ashepoo River between the Edisto tribe and the St. Helena (Escamacu) tribe (quoted in ibid., 246). The 1684 cession by the ''Kussah'' states that the St. Helena and Combohe tribes were north or northeast of them, and their southern boundary was left literally as a blank in the manuscript (246-47). The Kussoe were twice listed in other cessions as being the northernmost of the tribes mentioned. 13 Waddell 1980: 265-66 . At least by 1711 one group of the Kussoe were near the Edisto River, and land had been ''laid out'' (surveyed) for them. St. Gyles and the Daniel's tract were probably only about six miles apart, with the Kussoes living in between the two (Taukchiray 1993) . The boundaries of this reservation are uncertain because the records for Colleton District were burned in 1865. The comprehensive study of the Kussoe by Taukchiray (White 1980) provides evidence that the Kussoe and Kussah were different branches of the same tribe, and it seems likely that these two groups were identical to the Greater and Lesser Kussoe. By 1707 the Coosaw River or ''Cusaboe'' had been named for them, but it was soon renamed by the Yemassee as the Coosawhatchie with the Muskogean -hatchie replacing the -bo. Since some Coosa joined the Catawba, the Natchez who joined the Catawba may have been the band living earlier among the Kussoe. 14 Mathews shows the ''Esah'' about thirty-five miles north of the mouth of the Wateree, or near Camden. Hudson (1990: 33) concluded that in 1567-68 the Esaw (Ysaa) were approximately thirty-five miles north of the present Catawba reservation, but he used 3.46 miles per league rather than 2.6 miles. Both Cofitachequi and Esaw were on the same side of the same river (which above the present Lake Wateree is called the Catawba River and below is called the Wateree River). There was initially much uncertainty about which rivers discovered in the interior matched the mouths of which rivers discovered at sea, and further confusion was caused by the Indian practice of giving the same river multiple names. 15 ''Canos, donde ay vn rrio muy grande y caudaloso que llaman Guatari'' (Serrano y Sanz 1912: 146) . John Worth has noted de Ribas's interrogation and found an unpublished interrogation by a member of the Pardo expeditions. It corresponds well to published sources and includes additional information (Worth, personal communication) . 16 At least by the middle of the eighteenth century, a tradition existed that Cofitachequi had been at Silver Bluff, which was the site of a major mound complex (Jones 1873: 152-57) . Notably it had a moat and thus probably had a palisade. In any case, it had been abandoned before 1540 (see n. 10 herein). The United States de Soto Expedition Commission concluded that a site at or near Silver Bluff was most likely (Swanton 1939: 23, 25, 34, 180-83) . Ross (1930: 273) first pointed out that a location near the center of South Carolina was required by directions and distances given in the Pardo narratives and in Woodward's account, but she suggested a site on the Congaree River near Columbia. Herbert E. Ketcham (1987 Ketcham ( [1954 : 36, n. 46) discovered the longer Bandera narrative, but he considered the Pedee River to be the most probable site for Cofitachequi. After a full review of relevant Spanish sources, Gannon (1965: 343, map following 348) placed Cofitachequi on the east side of the Wateree River near its confluence with the Congaree, but he placed Issa on the Savannah River. Hudson and his colleagues have designated the Camden vicinity as the site of Cofitachequi (as in Hudson 1997: 172) . 17 The Coronado expedition was contemporary with the de Soto expedition, and it went through areas in which the distances between surviving Indian towns are known. Hodge (1907: 334, n. 2) concluded that ''the league is equivalent to 2.63 English miles. This Spanish judicial league is still used in Mexico.' ' Chardon (1980: 138) states that ''the legua legal is the league generally used in land surveying and most documents concerning Spanish colonial North America,'' and he indicates that its length varied from 2.59 to 2.63 miles (from 4,175.0 to 4,239.8 meters). For computation, I have used 2.6 miles per league. The length used for the league by Hudson and his associates in various studies of the de Soto and Pardo expedition has been 3.46 miles (Hudson 1997: xvi) . The number of leagues given in the de Soto narratives for distances between existing towns in Cuba correspond better to 2.6 miles than to 3.5 miles. For example, Elvas (1993: 53) wrote that Cuba was 300 leagues long, and it is about 730 miles long (Clayton, Knight, and Moore 1993, vol. 1: 183, n. 30 ). This works out to 2.43 miles per league. Garcilaso (1993: 90-91) wrote that from Santiago de Cuba to Havana was 250 leagues, and it is about 450 miles (as the translator, Charmion Shelby, indicates; ibid., 91). This works out to 1.8 miles per league.
The occasional reference to a long league can be taken to refer to a league of about 3.5 miles rather than the usual league of 2.6 miles. For example, Garcilaso (1993: 297) wrote that Talomeco was ''a long league'' from the first town, and Elvas (1993: 83) wrote that uninhabited towns (including Talomeco) were ''a league and a half league'' from the first town.
There is no indication in the de Soto or Pardo narratives of how land leagues were determined, but Chardon (1980: 137) states that ''3,000 pasos of 5 Castilian feet each, formed the basis for the Spanish land league in North America.'' Judging from the often substantial variation in the distances given in the de Soto narratives, it seems unlikely that any surviving account is based on such precise record keeping, but it may have been used to some extent. Relevant observations by Hassig (1997) need to be taken into consideration, including how much the herding of numerous pigs slowed the de Soto expedition. Although the usual range for armies on foot was about five to twenty miles a day, the initial range for the de Soto expedition was more likely to have been from five to ten miles per day (240). 18 Mills 1980 Mills [1825 (Swanton 1932: 585) . Paul Parmalee and Arthur Bogan (1998: 34-37 ) illustrated a necklace with 1,300 freshwater mussel pearls found in one burial at the Hixon site in Hamilton County, Tennessee, and they noted that at Indian sites in the Pickwick Basin, shells from fifty-six different species of mussels have been found. One site produced over one hundred thousand shells. Robert S. Lefaye Jr. notes that a drilled pearl has been found at the Fort Watson Mound on Lake Marion (the Santee River; personal communication). 20 Baker 1974: appendix II-14. Baker called the Congaree the principal ''descendants'' of the Cofitachequi, and he considered the Congaree and Santee to be ''remnant populations'' of the Cofitachequi (47, 198) . He concluded that ''the Cofitachequi, apparently under the name of Congarees, were eventually absorbed into the Catawba Nation which continued the centralization of regional authority'' (6). 21 The chiefdom is a theoretical construct believed to have ''extraordinary power such that in historical interpretation much can be inferred about a particular chiefdom, even when there is a minimum of actual substantive data available'' (Widmer 1994: 127) . 22 In c. 1675 Bishop Calderón referred to ''the province of Escamac, today subject to the Mico of Cofâtache'' (quoted in Wenhold 1936: 10) , but his statement was qualified by the word today, and circa 1675, the Cofitachequi were the principal allies of the English. The Escamacu (St. Helena) were consequently allies of the English and of the Cofitachequi. 23 Quattlebaum (1956) argued partly from the sailing directions that Winyah Bay was the probable location of the first attempt by the Spanish to settle in the Southeast. In addition, Jean Ribaut's expedition had learned from Indians at Port Royal (Santa Elena or St. Helena) that ''Chiquola'' was to the north of them (Swanton 1922: 219; Quattlebaum 1956 ). Hoffman (1990: 315-28; found evidence that the Ayllón settlement was on the Georgia coast, but it needs to be balanced against the statement by the Cofitachequi that Ayllón died at a port ''two day's journey'' from them (Elvas 1993: 84) . The de Soto narratives contain two explicit statements that no palisades were seen east of the Appalachian Mountains (Biedma 1993: 232; Rangel 1993: 283) . Towns on the North Carolina coast were palisaded, as were settlements on the east coast of Florida (Hulton 1984) , but in 1539-40 this evidently was not the case in west Florida, central Georgia, or South Carolina. 24 Baker 1974 : 69. Swanton (1922 wrote, ''Unfortunately Peter Matyr does not tell us whether the Spaniards turned north or south from Chicora in going to'' Duhare, but a 1587 map by Francis Gaulle that appeared in Peter Matyr's history shows Duhare just north of Chicora and shows both of these names northwest of Santa Elena (Cumming 1962: pl. 13 ). Blair Rudes (2002c) has found linguistic evidence ''that Duhare was in Tuscarora territory'' (cf. Swanton 1936) .
